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Introduction, Goal and Contribution
Introduction: This work introduces the novel approach for the collection of fake claims
during a crisis event like the 2023 Israel-Hamas war [1]. The approach is used to collect fake
claims from YouTube, and a classification model is built to predict YouTube videos.
Goal: Our goal is to present an approach to collect and analyse the fake claims spread on
social media during crisis events. On-time claim analysis can stop disseminating fake news
and its side effects.

(a)
A debunked claim with YouTube video link extraction

from fact-checked articles
(b) Fake YouTube Video spread on 2023 Israel-Hamas war [2]

Contributions:
• We introduce the first fact-checked collection of 1,499 claims related to the 2023 Israel-

Hamas war called FakeClaim.
• We demonstrate the utility of the dataset by forming a YouTube video classification by

training state-of-the-art prediction models and find that user engagement, comments on the
video, evidence pages and metadata significantly contribute to model performance.

• Finally, we benchmark our data with a fine-tuned version of the pre-trained embedding
model, namely, the Universal sentence encoder [3], which jointly ranks evidence pages and
performs veracity prediction.

Data Collection & Preprocessing

Dataset Preprocessing The approach for data collection and classification model is shown
in the above figure. An example of a claim collected using an AMUSED framework [2] is
shown in the above table (a). After collection, articles are preprocessed by removing special
characters, URLs, and emoji and applying a state-of-the-art classification model. After pre-
processing, we computed frequent words and sentiment polarity for each comment as values
in [-1,+1] and aggregated for each video. Overall, after the data cleaning and preprocess-
ing steps, which excluded videos without any comments, the dataset consists of 756 unique
videos and 166,645 comments, with 301 videos of the fake category with 85,228 comments
and 455 of the true category with 81,417 comments.

Problem Settings & Experiments
Problem Formulation: Let D be a fake news detection dataset containing N samples. In the social media setting, we define the dataset as

D = {V,U , C,F}

where V = {v1, v2, v3, ...., vn} is a set of textual descriptions of YouTube videos, U = {u1, u2, u3, ...., un} is a set of related social users
engaged in conversation related to the corresponding YouTube videos. C represent user’s comments on videos, in which c ∈ C and F depicts
the claim and provides correct background information to debunk the claim which is extracted from fact-checked article,f ∈ F , R represents
the set of social audience engagements and background truth as the composition of V,U , C in which r ∈ R is defined as a quadruplet
{(v, u, c, f)|v ∈ V, u ∈ U, c ∈ C, f ∈ F} (i.e. user u has given c comments on YouTube video V and f was background truth provided by
fact-checkers). We formulate the problem as follows: Problem definition (Fake News Detection on YouTube Video): Given a YouTube video
dataset D = V, U, C, F and ground-truth training labels ytrain, the goal is to obtain a classifier f that, given test videos Vtrain, is able to predict
the corresponding veracity labels ytest.

Dataset:

• The table shows the distribution
of claims debunked from differ-
ent social media platforms.

• Some fact-checked article de-
bunks multiple claims from dif-
ferent social media platforms, so
we got multiple claims from the
same fact-checked articles.

Results
• We fed our model with concatenated pairs of video titles spanning comments and fact claims. We found

out that the addition of fact-checked articles boosts the precision and F1 scores.
• On the contrary, we score the polarisation for each fact-checked article, where most articles and com-

ments are highly skewed toward the words ’ Israel,’ ’Hamas,’ and ’Gaza’. However, due to the skewness
of the distribution of the sentiments, the comments tend to be high.

• Our model performance fluctuates in the range of 72% - 74%. Real videos are used without any fact-
checked articles. Our current results are obtained without any additional polarisation features.

Conclusion & Future Work:
We present a timely analysis of the 2023 Israel-Hamas war, providing a FakeClaim dataset that refers to the original fake posts and further
scrapped YouTube videos and comments for the analysis.
• Our classification problem for fake video descriptions utilises textual information extracted from videos, comments, claims and evidence,

where we found improvement in F1 scores resulting from the amalgamation of different features.
• The study can be useful in fighting fake videos and help to mitigate fake news.
• The limitations include the issue that the true class was not manually checked or fact-checked. We intend to obtain labels for correct videos

as part of our future work.
• Finding around 1,499 claims in three weeks of conflict shows that the volume of claims is high, and an automated approach can help to

debunk fake posts.
• The claims are spread over multiple platforms like YouTube, Twitter and Facebook. In future work, we intend to collect, explore and

investigate FakeClaim data, given the diversity of online comments from social platforms such as TikTok.
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